
Campaign launch

SUPPORT BFM 2019
Another year of great cinema. Together.

Bergamo, Capitol Cinema | Via Torquato Tasso, 41
Tuesday, December 4th, 8:30 PM

Screening of Secret Ingredient (Iscelitel) by Gjorce Stavreski

With the screening of the last edition's winning film -  The Secret Ingredient (Iscelitel) by Gjorce Stavreski -
scheduled for Tuesday the 4th,  8.30PM at the Capitol Cinema, the Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus Organisation
launches its annual support campaign, inviting everyone to participate in the making of the next BFM and the
events, exhibitions and educational programs offered throughout the year.
Tuesday evening will also be an opportunity to share with the audience some  news and titbits of BFM37,
scheduled to take place from March 9 to 17, 2019.

The Secret Ingredient (Iscelitel) by Gjorce Stavreski
(Republic of Macedonia, 2017, 104’, o.v. sub. ita)
An underpaid and unhappy mechanic frustrated with his work, whose father is struggling with an illness. A
cake stuffed with marijuana and, as if  that was not enough, a handful  of  nosy neighbours willing to do
anything to get their hands on the "magical" dessert recipe.
Those  are  the  ingredients  of Secret  Ingredient,  a  lively  comedy  winner  of  the  BFM36  First  Prize  and
Macedonian candidate to the Oscars for Best Foreign Language Film.

INFO AND RESERVATIONS 
Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus
+39 348 1022828 | events@bergamofilmmeeting.it
Admission fee: €7; free for SUPPORT BFM 2019 donors

SUPPORT BFM 2019
Films are a precious commodity and a shared cultural heritage and, since 1983, the mission of Bergamo Film
Meeting Onlus is to preserve and promote them: 3165 films programmed, 36 editions of the Festival, over
980 thousand viewers and 108 volumes published are the numbers of the BFM organisation's activities
during these years.
Bergamo Film Meeting  is  an organization  whose  aim is  to  bring  international  cinema to  Bergamo and
Bergamo in Europe, always striving to discover and promote new independent international productions
and young filmmakers, while also keeping alive and thriving the legacy of the great masters of cinema and
the masterpieces of the past.
The support campaign is aimed at those who share the same passion, and who want to explore it further in 
any possible direction.  



THE TESTIMONIALS
Taking inspiration from some of the greatest legends and icons of the silver screen featured at Bergamo Film
Meeting along the years, for 2019 we've set up once again five donor levels, each with its own special perks
and acknowledgements. Those who join the support campaign can choose to wear the shoes of  Vincent
Price, Kim Novak, Bette Davis, or those of all the stars of Hollywood BLVD or the stars of the most famous
Oscar-winning films. All  donors  will  become part  of  the SUPPORT BFM community,  and are entitled to
tickets and access passes to the Festival, discounts for workshops and special events, invitations to exclusive
events and, of course, the ever-so-coveted BFM gadgets and goodies.

WHAT WILL DONATIONS BE USED FOR
All  donors  participate  in  the  making  of  the  37th  edition  of  Bergamo  Film  Meeting,  one  of  the  most
important film festival both in Italy and Europe, also supporting and encouraging the countless activities
carried out by the BFM organisation during the rest of the year: screenings, events,  workshops, master
classes. 

WHEN CAN I MAKE A DONATION
Fundraising is always active: every year we restart our campaign and we ask all cinema and Bergamo Film
Meeting fans to renew their trust in our project. 
Detailed info available on bergamofilmmeeting.it/suppor  t   o by calling our offices (Monday - Friday, 10:00AM
- 6.00PM | + 348 1022828).

HOW CAN I MAKE A DONATION
• by credit card 
• through PayPal 
• direct bank transfer to Bergamo Film Meeting (IBAN IT50M0311111101000000040073) 
indicating "Support BFM 2019" and the donor's full name in the payment description
• check 
• cash 
Donations to Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus from individuals or companies, with the exception of those made 
in cash, are deductible in the tax return.

YOUR 5x1000 TO BERGAMO FILM MEETING ONLUS A SIGNATURE FOR QUALITY CINEMA
In your tax return you can also allocate the 5x1000 quota to the Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus Organisation:
just indicate our tax code 95007480163 and sign in the box for "support for volunteering and non-profit
organizations of social utility". The money collected thanks to the 5x1000 help us, every year, to carry out
one or more of our activities. 
The proceeds from the 2016 collection will cover part of the expenses of the BFM37 opening event, "Cinemix:
Jeff Mills live-scores Metropolis ". 

Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus
via Pignolo, 123 - 24121 Bergamo
Offices: via Borgo Santa Caterina, 19A - 24124 Bergamo
+39 348 1022828 | +39 035 363087 
bergamofilmmeeting.it/support | bergamofilmmeeting.it | info@bergamofilmmeeting.it

Bergamo Film Meeting Onlus Press Office
Ada Tullo | + 39 3481022828| +39 349 2674900
press@bergamofilmmeeting.it | adatullo33@gmail.com
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